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◼ Fine-grained Part-aware Prompt Learning (FPP)

The FPP block encodes three kinds of information about the human 

pose, including action class, coarse- and fine-grained parts of humans 

like “person, head, body, arms, legs”, and kinematic information 

“speed”, and integrates them with pose features for serving 

subsequent processes.

◼ Fine-grained Prompt-pose Communication (FPC)

The FPC block injects fine-grained part-aware prompt embedding into 

noise 3D poses to establish fine-grained communications between 

learnable part-aware prompts and poses for enhancing the denoising 

capability.

◼ Prompt-driven timestamp Stylization (PTS)

The PTS block introduces the timestamp coupled with fine-grained 

part-aware prompt embedding into the denoising process to enhance 

its adaptability and refine the prediction at each noise level.

MPJPE: mean per joint position error.

PCK: percentage of correct keypoint.

AUC: area under curve.

Visualization
The 3D poses predicted by FinePOSE match better with ground-truth 

3D poses than other methods.

◼ 3D Human Pose Estimation (3D HPE) is a task to estimate the 3D 

body joints and bones from 2D images or videos.  

◼ 3DHPE is challenging because of its uncertainty (depth ambiguity) 

and complexity (complex human body structure).

◼ Most methods ignore the capability of coupling accessible texts 

and naturally feasible human knowledge, missing out on valuable 

implicit supervision to guide the 3D HPE task.

◼ Previous efforts often neglect fine-grained guidance hidden in 

different human body parts.

Motivations Method: FinePOSE Experiments

◼ We propose FinePOSE, a new fine-grained part-aware prompt 

learning mechanism coupled with diffusion models.

◼ Our FinePOSE encodes multi-granularity information and 

establishes fine-grained communications between learnable part-

aware prompts and poses.

◼ Extensive experiments illustrate that our approach obtains 

substantial improvements and achieves the state-of-the-art.
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◼ Add Gaussian noise 

into 𝑌0

◼ Passing 𝑌𝑡 to 𝐷 to 

get 𝑌0

◼ Obtain 𝑌𝑡−1 at 

timestamp 𝑡 − 1


